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A dual stream hierarchical
transformer for starvation
grading of golden pomfret in
marine aquaculture

Kaijian Zheng, Renyou Yang*, Rifu Li, Liang Yang,
Hao Qin and Ziyun Li

Southern Marine Science and Engineering Guangdong Laboratory (Zhanjiang), Zhanjiang, China
Introduction: Fish starvation grading can provide feeding information for

aquaculture, reducing the cost of lures and helping to promote the

unmanned and intelligent process of offshore aquaculture.

Methods: In this study, we used golden pompano as the experimental object to

address the fish starvation grading problem in the marine culture vessel

environment, and proposed the dual stream hierarchical transformer to

provide additional temporal information for the starvation grading task, which

improved the grading accuracy. We first built a dual stream dataset with both

spatial and temporal channel, and divided the fish school starvation status into

five levels (very bloated, a little bloated, modest, a little starving, very starving)

according to the feeding time and experience. Based on the marine image

characteristics, we proposed a dual stream hierarchical transformer with

hierarchical convolutional network, composite fusion convolution and

transformer.

Results and discussion:We finally evaluated the efficacy of themodel based on

qualitative and quantitative analyses, revealing that the proposed dual stream

hierarchical transformer achieved the state-of-the-art starvation grading

performance with a test accuracy of 98.05%. Our model outperformed other

mainstream models, including VGG, ResNet, attentionbased model and other

fish status grading related model. Field tests on the vessel further suggested

that the model can be applied to the mariculture environment of golden

pomfret.
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Introduction

Feeding is an essential step in the aquaculture procedure. The

effectiveness of the feeding plan not only has an impact on fish

growth directly, but also has influence on costs and environmental

contamination when lures are wasted. The cost of lures makes up

about 30% of the entire investment in aquaculture (Hossain et al.,

2022), and Lin’s environmental study report noted that uneaten

fish food would lead to a number of environmental issues,

including the production of greenhouse gases (Lin and Lin,

2022). According to experimental data (Jothiswaran et al.,

2020), using the AI-controlled machine to feed fish and

dynamically modify feeding strategies based on fish status can

prevent at least 30% of bait waste. In order to minimize economic

losses and pollution, it is crucial to optimize fish condition-based

feeding techniques to improve bait waste using AI techniques.

Inspired by deep learning used in image recognition tasks,

fish researchers have used these methods to analyze fish

behavior. There are individual- and school-based identifying

and analyzing approaches. Individual-based methods monitor

the individual fish in a clear laboratory environment and use the

tracked trajectory for identification, such as swimming speed,

direction, acceleration, and body curvature (Jonas et al., 2017).

As a result, the validity of the tracked trajectory and the accuracy

of fish identification are the two key determinants of study for

this type of study.

In real mariculture, problems occur when fish were overlap

in the image and when the camera could not capture the whole

environment. This made it challenging for the trajectory

tracking and fish identification. To avoid the requirement to

blindly monitor individual fish, the status or behaviors of the fish

school may be deduced from the fish visible in the image using

the fish school analysis technique. These techniques are known

as school-based techniques (Måløya et al., 2019). The following

is an overview of school-based approaches to fish behavior or

state recognition: The fish school is first mapped in grayscale

using the background and foreground segmentation technique

(Ye et al., 2016). The fish’s overall optical flow images, such as

swimming speed and acceleration, are then obtained by using

the grayscale map as a foundation (Zhao et al., 2018). Finally, a

prediction network is used for recognition (Zhou et al., 2017).

About the fish school status grading, a 5-layers CNN was used to

classify the intensity of fish school feeding (Zhou et al., 2019).

DSRN (Måløya et al., 2019) used 3D residual convolution and

LSTM to classify salmon feeding or non-feeding states. On the

other hand, DAN-EfficientNet-B2 (Yang et al., 2021) used an

attention-based approach to classify the foraging behavior of

Oplegnathus punctatus into five categories. DADSN (Zheng

et al., 2022) used the combination of CNN and Transformer

for the grading of fish starvation.

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN, Lecun et al., 1998) is

proposed and then a lot of CNN-based model sprang up.

Krizhevsky et al. proposed a five-layer CNN for image
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classification and won the ILSVRC competition (Krizhevsky

et al., 2012). In the following time, CNN became a hot

research topic and developed rapidly. Many classical models

were created, such as GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2015) and

ResNet (He et al., 2016).

Nowadays, numerous experiments have shown that CNN

has the following limitations: First, CNN uses local receptive

fields for feature capture and thus cannot directly build the

global model; Second, weights learned by CNN are stationary at

the time of inference, which makes them unadaptable for various

inputs (Raghu et al., 2021). Attention models are a popular area

of research in current image recognition studies, with flexible

modelling capabilities for Regions of Interest (RoI) that can be

used for single image or video recognition. In particular,

researchers (Fu et al., 2019) used attention models to study the

feeding state of fish in a single image, but unfortunately, this

approach was only tested in their laboratory dataset and was not

extended to real farming.

In this paper, daily data of fish in commercial aquaculture

vessels of golden pomfret was collected. Then a Dual Stream

Hierarchical Transformer (DSHT) is proposed. First, a

Hierarchical Convolutional Network (HCN) was used as the

backbone network to extract mariculture image features. Second,

we built spatial and temporal channels, called dual stream

structure, to make the input data contain richer information.

Among them, the spatial features mainly express the

distribution, number, and texture of fish; the temporal features

mainly represent the movement changes in time series, such as

the swimming speed and acceleration of fish. Finally, the spatial

and temporal information is fused and filtered using a

Composite Fusion Network (CFN). The method achieved

98.05% accuracy and provided valuable feeding control

information for intelligent feeding.
Proposed model

Hierarchical convolutional network

Similar to the process of human vision, CNN learn the ability

of feature extraction from surface to deep information. The

shallow convolutional layers focus on the detailed information of

the object within the image, while the deep convolutional layers

focus on the abstract semantic information. The features

produced form different depth layers require different visual

perception fields. Detailed information such as graphic contours

requires a smaller field of view to find these details, so small

convolutional kernels are more suitable, while abstract semantic

information requires larger convolutional kernels to detect.

Therefore, we propose a Hierarchical Convolutional Network

(HCN), which divides the features of an image into three

categories: shallow, medium, and deep, and uses different

convolutional kernels for each layer. As shown in Figure 1D.
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The HCN first dimensionally expands the input image. Then

three types of CNN with different kernel sizes are used to obtain

the hierarchical features. Finally, the obtained features are

further refined by a compression network, respectively. In this

paper, Gaussian Error Linear Units (GELU, Hendrycks and

Gimpel, 2016) is used as the activation function. The formula

is expressed as follows:

Ci(X) = GELU(Wi  ∗ X + b), i = 1,2,3 (1)

Where X is the input, Ci is the out,Wi is the weight matrix, b
is the bias, the symbol * denotes the convolution operation, and

GELU(x) is the activation function:

GELU(x) = xP(X≤x) = xN(m,s) = 0:5x(1 + tanh ½
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=p)

p
(x + 0:044715x3)�)

(2)

where N(µs) is the positive-terrestrial distribution.
Dual stream structure

If only one image is used as the input, the neural network

will lack the temporal information, which are pretty importance

features for fish school behavior, such as speed and direction.

Since the difference between two adjacent images is not obvious,

there would be a lot of redundant information if we used

consecutive images as input. In this paper, optical flow images

were used to represent temporal information. The architecture is
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referred to as a dual stream structure, where the input of the

spatial channel is a spatial image and the inputs of the temporal

channel are 20 continuous optical flow images. The optical flow

image is an image that records the change of light over time, and

it uses the pixels change of neighboring spatial images as the

basis to calculate the of motion information (Ranjan and Black,

2017). Assume that the pixel value of (x, y) at time t can be

represented by function I(x, y, t), the pixel in the frame t + 1 is

generated by the pixel I(x, y, t) that has moved a distance

(dx, dy) in time dt, so we have:

I(x, y, t) = I(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt) (3)

If the parameters dx, dy, and dt are small enough, the

approximation equation can be obtained by neglecting higher-

order infinitesimals:

I(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt) = I(x, y, t) + Ixudt + Iyvdt + Itdt (4)

Where Ix is the bias of the pixel value against x, Iyis the bias of
the pixel value against y, It is the bias of the grey value against t, u
= dx/dt and v = dy/dt represents the instantaneous velocity of the
pixel in the x direction and ydirection respectively. Combining

the Eq.(3) and Eq.(4), we can obtain the constraint equation:

Ixu + Iyv + It = 0 (5)

By solving the above equations for the variables u and v , we can
obtain temporal information about the movement of the pixels

within the image. In this paper, we adopt the solution proposed by
B

C

D

A

FIGURE 1

The Architecture and Stages of Dual Stream Hierarchical Transformer (DSHT). (A) is the spatial channel, and (D) is the HCN which is used to
process the input and output three hierarchical feature blocks. (B) is the temporal channel which uses the similar approach with spatial channel.
(C) is CFN, which is made up of CFC and Transformer.
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Bruce (Lucas, 1985). The visualization of the above calculation

results is the optical flow diagram dataset mentioned in this paper.
Feature fusion and transformer

In cognitive science, humans selectively focus on a portion of

information due to the bottlenecks in information processing.

The transformer is an attention model which imitate the process

of human visual observation (Maaz et al., 2022). In this paper,

the transformer is used to better perceive the important regions

of features between the spatial and temporal channels.

As shown in Figure 1C, the Composite Fusion Network (CFN)

consists of two parts: the Composite Fusion Convolution (CFC)

and the Transformer. First, the HCN outputs of C1(X) (shallow
block) and C2(X) (medium block) are added, then the features are

encoded by a convolutional layer. Then they are added with C3(X)
(deep block) and encoded by another convolutional layer.

CFC(X) = GRLU(W2  ∗ (W1  ∗ (C1(X) + C2(X)) + C3(X))) (6)

W1 andW2 are the weight matrix of CFC, C1(X), C2(X), and
C3(X) are the output of HCN.

The input of Transformer is the outputs of CFC, which are

spread into a two-dimensional matrix. In Transformer, two

matrices E and Epos are also created, where E denotes the

weight of the transformer values, indicating which features

need to be focused on. Epos is the position encoding, and used

to represent the position relationship between features. The

expression formula is as follows:

z0 = ½XE1; XE2; XE3� + Epos (7)

Where z0 denotes the initial result. E1, E2 and E3 are the

individual dimension of the weight matrix E. XE1, XE2, and XE3
are the intermediate variables Q, K and V, respectively.

The Q, K and V are transposed and multiplied, and the

softmax results are summed with the input to obtain the

intermediate results for the current layer.

z0 l = softmax a(Q·KT)
� �

·V + zl−1, l = 1,···,L (8)

Where z’l is the attention results. zl–1 is the output of the

previous attention. KT is the transpose of the variable K, the
symbol is matrix multiplication, a is the normalization factor,

and softmax(zi)  =   ezi

oJ
j=1e

zj is the activation function.

The zl is the final output which obtained by normalizing,

bottleneck compressing and add with the attention results z’l.

zl = MLP(LN(normz(z0l), gdim)) + z0l, l = 1,···,L (9)

Where norm(z’l) represents normalize the attention results

z’l, LN(x) is compress its dimension to the g times, which is taken

as 0.6 in this paper. MLP(x) are dropout, activation, and restore

features to the original dimension.
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Dual stream hierarchical transformer

The Dual Stream Hierarchical Transformer (DSHT)

proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 1. Fist, a spatial

image is fed into the spatial channel and extracted by HCN

shown in Figure 1D to obtain three hierarchical feature blocks

(shallow features, medium features, and deep features). Then,

the hierarchical feature blocks are fused by CFC mentioned in

Figure 1C to produce the spatial features. For the temporal

channel Figure 1B, we take 20 consecutive optical flow images as

input and process them with another HCN and CFC like the

spatial channel to produce the temporal features. Further,

connecting the spatial features and temporal features by the

transformer shown in Figure 1C to eliminate useless or duplicate

features. Finally, the output of the transformer is converted into

a 5-dimensional vector by full concatenation, which represents

the grading results of the input samples.
Experimental details

Environment and data collection

We equipped an underwater camera (GW-10, Hikvision) on

the aquaculture vessel to record the pomfret video of the

starvation status (The yellow box in Figure 2B. As shown in

Figure 2A, the vessel has five aquaculture cabins, each of which is

a 4×4×3 m³ rectangle. The farming vessel carries out aquaculture

operations in the Beihai, Guangxi Province, about 15 nautical

miles from the coastline. The suction pump is used to extract

seawater for breeding. Four inlets are configured on each of the

four sides of a cabin (The red box in Figure 2B). The bottom of a

cabin has a drainage port (The blue box in Figure 2B). It is also

equipped with the equipment needed to maintain a suitable

environment for aquaculture.

In this paper, fingerlings provided by Guangxi Jingong

Marine Technology Co., Ltd., Beihai, China. A breeding cabins

has 800 fish, each weighing about 500 g. Feeding was carried out

daily in the morning (6:00 - 8:00 am), noon (11:00 am - 13:00

pm), and evening (5:00 - 7:00 pm). Feeding time lasts

approximately 10 minutes. the weight of the lures is decided

according to the weather and environment. The hunger levels

were divided into a total of 5 levels, as shown in Table 1.
Dataset creation

According to the aquaculture data recorded by the breeders,

we labelled the fish starvation levels from the videos captured by

the underwater camera. A total of 84,000 samples were divided,

each containing one spatial image and twenty optical flow

images. The training set, validation set, and test set were
frontiersin.org
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divided in the ratio of 6:2:2, and the number of samples in each

level was kept consistent. As shown in Table 2.
Metrics

In this paper, three metrics, accuracy, precision, and F1-

score, are used to evaluate the model performance. Accuracy

indicates whether the model can accurately grade the starvation

level of fish. Precision is used to determine how difficult it is to

correctly grade samples in that level, and F1-score is used as a

comprehensive evaluation index of model performance. It is

worth noting that the recall rate is not used in this paper. Since

we keep the sample number of each category consistent in order

to ensure that training can proceed smoothly. The recall rate and

accuracy rate are the same.

Accuracy = 
TP + TN

TP + FN +FP +FN
 � 100% (10)

Precision = 
TP

TP + FP
 � 100% (11)

F1 score = 
2TP

2TP + FP+ FN
 � 100% (12)
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TP is the number of samples labelled with the positive class

and correctly classified by the model; TN is the number of

samples labelled with the negative class and correctly classified

by the model; FP is the number of samples labelled as negative

but incorrectly classified by the model; and FN is the number of

samples labelled as positive but incorrectly classified by

the model.
Experimental setting

The models mentioned in this paper are run on a GPU

server in V100. The Python and Pytorch architectures are used.

Cross entropy is used as the loss function, the batch size is 32,

and 30 rounds are trained. The dynamic learning rate is 0.002

and the dropout rate is 0.01.
Results

Ablation experiments

As shown in Table 3, ablation experiments were designed to

verify the feasibility and usefulness of the modules proposed in

DSHT. Also, we try to connect these modules in various ways

with different input data. There are three type date of the input:

only optical flow images (OP), only spatial images (SP) and dual

stream images (DS, both of spatial and optical flow images). We
FIGURE 2

(A) is the vessels enviroment. (B) is the aquacultural enviroment, and the yellow box, red box and blue box are underwater camera, inlets and
outlet, respectively.
TABLE 1 The Grading Standards.

Hunger Level Description Number

Level 0 (very
bloated)

Within 1 hour after overfeeding 16,800

Level 1 (a little
bloated)

More than 1 hour and less than 2 hours after
overfeeding

16,800

Level 2 (modest) More than 2 hour and less than 3 hours after
overfeeding

16,800

Level 3 (a little
starving)

More than 3 hour and less than 4 hours after
overfeeding

16,800

Level 4 (very
starving)

More than 4 hours after overfeeding 16,800
TABLE 2 The distribution of the Dataset.

Subset Frames Fraction

Training 48,000 57.14%

Validation 18,000 21.43%

Test 18,000 21.43%

Total 84,000 100%
fron
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test three basic modules in DSHT: Hierarchical Convolutional

Network (HCN), Composite Fusion Convolution (CFC) and

Transformer, and Transformer have two patterns: piecemeal

Transformer and global Transformer. If the feature blocks of

HCN are connected before Transformer, the pattern is called

global Transformer, and opposite is called piecemeal

Transformer. For example, in Table 3, The HCN (OP) model

using optical flow images as inputs and only a HCN module to

grade the starvation of fish school. On the contrary, the model of

HCN + CFC + global Transformer (DS) (DSHT), is the

proposed model in this paper.

As shown in Table 3, the HCN (OP) and HCN (SP) are the

baseline models, the accuracy of test dataset reaches 67.97% and

64.18%, respectively. By adding the CFC and Transformer to the

baseline model, all of the indexes have been improved. The HCN +

CFC (SP) model is built by adding the CFC based on HCN, which

achieve 71.48%, 72.45% and 71.21% of test accuracy, precision and

F1-score. The HCN + piecemeal Transformer (SP) and the HCN +

global Transformer (SP) are built by applying the Transformer with

different forms, and their test accuracy are 76.21% and 89.84%,

respectively. Further, comparing with the single spatial or temporal

channel, the performances of dual-stream structure with same

methods are more remarkable. The test accuracy of HCN + CFC

(DS)model andHCN+ global Transformer (DS) model are 82.46%

and 95.72%, respectively. If both HCN, CFC and Transformer are

used, the model will show even better grading results, e.g. DSHT,

which has the best performance with the accuracy, precision and

F1-sorce of 98.05%, 98.16% and 98.05%, respectively. Figure 3

shows the accuracy curves of the ablation models in the validation

set during the training process. Figure 4 is the visualization of

models’ output features mentioned in Table 3.
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Comparison experiments

For the purpose of validating the reliability of proposed

DSHT method, our model is compared with the following

baselines in the same condition: VGG 16 (Simonyan and

Zisserman, 2015), ResNet 18 (He et al., 2016), Mobile ViT

(Mehta and Rastegari, 2022), Triplet Attention (Misra et al.,

2021), Residual Attention (Zhu and Wu, 2021), DSRN (Måløya

et al., 2019), DAN-EfficientNet-B2 (Yang et al., 2021) and

DADSN (Zheng et al., 2022). The results are presented in

Table 4. It shows that the DSHT model displays the best

performance with the highest grading results in all metrics.

The next one is the DADSN model with 83.43%, 84.52%, and

83.21% in the terms of accuracy, precision, and F1-scores,

respectively. The worst are the VGG16 and DSRN models,

which have only 20% accuracy, 4% precision, and 6.67% F1

score on the test set. The DAN-EfficientNet-B2 model also uses

the structure with a CNN-based backbone and attention, but the

grading results are not good, with each metrics in the range of

62% to 70%. Figure 5 shows the validation set correctness for

each model during training. Figure 6 presents a schematic of the

confusion matrix for the better performing models. Figure 7 is

the grading results of DSHT model. Figure 8 display the

visualization of the output features of each model.
Discussion

In order to provide a more accurate feeding scheme for

mariculture, fish starvation grading is one of the prerequisites for

AI-feeding. Taking golden pomfret as the research target, this
frontiersin.o
TABLE 3 The Grading Standards.

Model Val Acc. Test Acc. Pre. F1-score

HCN (OP) 78.36% 67.97% 68.96% 67.76%

HCN + CFC + global Transformer (OP) 82.91% 80.09% 82.77% 79.91%

HCN (SP) 70.84% 64.18% 66.32% 64.07%

HCN + CFC (SP) 77.96% 71.48% 72.45% 71.21%

HCN + piecemeal Transformer (SP) 85.29% 76.21% 78.41% 75.84%

HCN + piecemeal Transformer + CFC (SP) 86.57% 79.94% 81.73% 79.02%

HCN + global Transformer (SP) 90.01% 89.84% 91.74% 89.56%

HCN + CFC + global Transformer (SP) 95.97% 90.85% 93.49% 90.38%

HCN + CFC (DS) 96.96% 82.46% 83.80% 82.59%

HCN + piecemeal Transformer + CFC (DS) 98.10% 86.57% 87.42% 86.72%

HCN + global Transformer (DS) 99.09% 95.72% 95.86% 95.73%

HCN + CFC + global Transformer (DS) (DSHT) 99.19% 98.05% 98.16% 98.05%
OP, SP and DS are the types of input data, indicating optical flow images only, spatial images only, and dual flow data, respectively. HCN is proposed hierarchical convolutional network.
CFC is the composite fusion convolution. The piecemeal Transformer and global Transformer are the connection type of transformer. Val ACC., Test ACC. and Pre. are the validation
accuracy, test accuracy, precision, respectively.
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study attempts to realize automatic identification and

monitoring of fish hunger status in the mariculture

environment. Our aim is to solve the problem of precise

feeding in deep-sea aquaculture and contribute to the

development of unmanned and intelligent mariculture

equipment. For this purpose, we proposed the Dual Stream

Hierarchical Transformer (DSHT).

In the ablation experiment, we tested the modular

performance of DSHT, including HCN, CFC, global

Transformer and piecemeal Transformer in temporal channel,

spatial channel and spatio-temporal channel. It was found that the

grading results using a spatio-temporal channel (dual stream, DS)

is better than temporal channel only (optical flow images only,

OP) or spatial channel only (spatial images only, SP). To be

specific, in the structure of HCN + CFC + global Transformer, the

test accuracy, precision, and F1-score of DS are 98.05%, 98.16%,

and 98.05%, respectively, which is better than the metrics of OP

(80.09%, 82.77%, and 79.91%) and SP (90.85%, 93.49%, and

90.38%). The spatial channel provided spatial information, such

as the number, distribution, and the mouth movements of fish in

the image, while the optical flow images provided temporal

information, such as the swimming speed, direction, and

acceleration of fish school. As spatial and temporal channel

provided unique information for starvation grading, they

exhibited complementary effects when combined in the DSHT

model. Furthermore, within certain short time interval (e.g., 0.5

seconds), if the object is not moving fast, a spatial image could

provide rich detailed data during this time (e.g., whether the fish’s

abdomen is bulging, whether the fish’s excrement appear in the
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
image). In contrast, for consecutive images, because the time

interval is extremely short and the images may not change to a

great extent, they might provide duplicate information. This made

some of them not relevant to the starvation grade (e.g., sunlight in

the water), which led to misjudgment. We could not deny that

continuous images can provide time-varying information that a

single spatial image could not (e.g., swimming speed of the fish

school), and this can also have an impact on the starvation grade.

Therefore, we used optical flow images to reflect temporal

information and experimentally demonstrated that the

information provided by optical flow images can be used for

starvation grading, with test accuracies of 67.97% and 80.09% for

HCN (OP) and HCN + CFC + global Transformer (OP),

respectively. In Figure 4 (C1), the temporal information is more

concentrated on the tail of the fish, i.e., where the velocity changes

faster, while in Figure 4 (C3), the spatial channel is more

concentrated on the contour of the fish. Using a dual stream

channel is a good way to enrich the input data in mariculture data.

We also found that using the global transformer would be more

effective than using the piecemeal transformer (the test accuracy of

HCN + piecemeal Transformer (SP) is 76.21% and of HCN +

global Transformer (SP) is 89.84%). This can be interpreted as the

global transformer being calculated after the hierarchical features

were integrated for attention, which overall filtering of useless

features and marking which features should be attended to. In

contrast, the piecemeal transformer is filtered each individual

features separately and then integrated them at the end, so it

resulted in poor attention to certain features. The local attention

shown in Figure 4 (C6) visually demonstrates that the model was
FIGURE 3

Validation Accuracy Curves of Ablation Models.
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limited to a certain point, such as the fish mouth, compared to the

global attention shown in Figure 4 (C8), where the model’s

attention is not limited to a certain place. Compared with the

experimental results of HCN + global Transformer (SP, 89.84%)

and HCN + CFC + global Transformer (SP, 90.85%), HCN +

global Transformer (DS, 95.72%) and HCN + CFC + global
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
Transformer (DS, DSHT, 98.05%), it can be seen that the model

using the CFC network outperforms the model without it. The

CFC module is a feature fusion module that fuses hierarchical

features from the HCN output in three different dimensions,

indicating that our proposed DSHT with CFC fusion is more

robust. Comparing Figure 4 (C3) and Figure 4 (C4), after adding
FIGURE 4

Visualization of Output Features. A1 is the spatial image which is fed into the spatial channel. A2 is the optical flow image which is fed into the
temporal channle. B1 and B2 are DSHT’s hierarchical features in spatial and temporal channels, respectively. B3 is the output features of CFC in
DSHT. From C1 to C12, respectively, they represent the Class Activation Map (CAM) of DSHT and other models mentioned in Ablation
Experiments. H, C, gT, and pT are abbreviations for HCN, CFC, piecemeal Transformer, and global Transformer, respectively.
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CFC, the model starts to convert from the figurative feature of

contour to the abstract feature.

Among the CNN-based models, VGG 16, ResNet 18, and

HCN, where HCN has the best grading results, this indicated

that our proposed model is more suitable for the mariculture

environment of pomfret. Because HCN perceives the images

with different sizes of kernels and outputs the low-dimensional

features (e.g., the boundary of the fish) and high-dimensional

features (e.g., the shape of the fish belly) of the images at the

same time, HCN is more intuitive and concise than a single

convolutional kernel that requires multiple perceptions to

transition from low to high dimensions. By comparing the

results of the attention-based models, Mobile ViT (78.44%

accuracy), Triplet Attention (76.57% accuracy), Residual

Attention (62.83% accuracy), and our proposed HCN +

Transformer-based models (the accuracy ranged between

76.21% and 98.05%), we found that the performance of the
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HCN + Transformer performs better because the attention

calculation of this model is performed at the feature level,

which is the output of the HCN, while other models use

attention calculation directly.

The DSRN, DAN-EfficientNet-B2 and DADSN are related

researchers’ proposed models for fish behavior recognition.

DSRN is used to classify the feeding or nonfeeding behavior of

salmon in mariculture environments, and it uses 3D residual

convolution and LSTM for feature extraction and feature

filtering, respectively. The DAN-EfficientNet-B2 model divides

the features into position attention and channel attention for

recognizing fish feeding behavior. In this paper, we applied the

DSRN and DAN-EfficientNet-B2 to the fish starvation grading

task and found that their grading accuracy is not satisfactory

(20.00% and 63.84% accuracy). We speculate that more fish

information is required for the starvation grading task, and these

models are difficult to meet the requirement using only 3D
FIGURE 5

Validation Accuracy Curves of Comparison Models.
TABLE 4 The Grading Standards.

Model Val Acc. (%) Test Acc. (%) Pre. (%) F1-score

VGG 16 25.00% 20.00% 4.00% 6.67%

ResNet 18 66.90% 59.17% 61.01% 57.80%

Mobile ViT 78.22% 78.44% 86.25% 79.06%

Triplet Attention 70.11% 76.57% 76.24% 75.77%

Residual Attention 64.54% 62.83% 63.32% 61.80%

DSRN 30.51% 20.00% 4.00% 6.67%

DAN-EfficientNet-B2 75.16% 63.84% 69.19% 62.07%

DADSN 86.56% 83.43% 84.52% 83.21%

DSHT (Ours) 99.19% 98.05% 98.16% 98.05%
fron
Val ACC., Test ACC. and Pre. are the validation accuracy, test accuracy, precision, respectively.
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FIGURE 6

The Confusion Matrix. The experimental results of each model mentioned in Table 4 are shown, from (A–F), for ResNet 18, Triplet Attention,
Mobile ViT Attention, DADSN, DAN-EfficientNet-B2, and DSHT (Ours). In the figure, each row represents the grading result of the model, and
each column represents the true sample category. For example, in A, the first column of the first row indicates that: 1635 samples were grading
correctly (true class L0 and graded result L0); the second column of the first row indicates that: 414 samples with true class L1 were graded as
L0 by ResNet; the fourth column of the first row indicates that: 6 samples with true class L3 were graded as L0 by ResNet; the first column of
the second row indicates that: 363 samples with true class L0 are graded as L1 by ResNet.
FIGURE 7

Grading Results of DSHT Model. The blue line is the ture value and the red line is the grading results predicted by DSHT.
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residual convolution or attention. This concept was also verified

in the ablation experiment, where the accuracy of the dual

stream model HCN + CFC (DS), which only used CNN-based

structure, was only 82.46% in accuracy. But the DSHT, which

used CNN-based and attention-based structures at the same

time, can achieve 98.05%. Notably, the researchers (Zhou et al.,

2019) used a 5-layer CNN to grade the intensity level of fish

feeding, but when we migrated it to our task for testing, the

experimental results were the same as VGG16. The DADSN

model (83.43% accuracy) was used for the same starvation

grading task as ours for the mariculture of pomfret. It adopted

a modified Efficient network and ViT in each channel for feature

extraction and attention computation, and uses LSTM to fuse

the output features of each channel. Compared with our

proposed DSHT model, DSHT does the attention operation in

global features after CFC network fusion, while DADSN does it

separately in spatial and temporal channels. Moreover, DSHT

proposes a more concise multi-scale network HCN, which is

another difference with DADSN.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we study the starvation grading of golden pomfret

school in a marine aquaculture environment. Establishing a dataset

and proposing a DSHT model for this task. The DSHT uses a

Hierarchical Convolutional Network to extract marine image

features, which improves the effectiveness of the neural network

in learning the starvation features of golden pomfret school. For the

hierarchical features extracted by HCN, CFC is used for fusion, and

a transformer is used to increase the weight of some regions that are

favorable for starvation classification. To address the problem that

fish behavior is temporal in nature, this paper designs a dual-

stream structure by introducing optical flow images to increase

temporal information. The effectiveness of each module proposed

in this paper is demonstrated by ablation experiments. In the results

of the comparison tests, DSHT achieved the best performance

among all models involved. Experiments on a marine pomfret

breeding vessel have shown that DSHT can be effectively applied to

pomfret school starvation grading in marine images, with practical
FIGURE 8

Class Activation Map (CAM) of Proposed Method and Other Methods. (A) is the input. From (B1–B8), the visualization results of the models in
Table 4 are shown separately.
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implications. In future research, we will explore how to use AI

information for decision-making, control, and management of

fish aquaculture.
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